Abstract -In this paper the authors present heuristics algorithm for level-crossing traffic capacity increasing. The genetic algorithm is proposed for this task solution. The control of motion speed and operation with level-crossing barriers are proposed to create control centre and installed embedded intelligent devices on railway vehicles. Algorithm is tested using computer. The results of experiments show big promises for rail transport schedule fulfilment and level-crossing traffic capacity increasing using proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays in cities number of vehicles is constantly increasing. Traffic jams are the main reason for a lot of problems for public transport like delays, inefficient usage of energy etc. Fulfillment of the schedule under such conditions is unforeseen and service level of public transport is going down. In cities, where the road and rail transport are mixed the conflicts between these types of transport are often obvious. Road transport is forced to wait at the closed level crossing while the train goes pass level crossing. This downtime negative impact on urban transport is one of the reasons of public transport delays. In Riga such a conflict takes place for many years is Sarkandaugava's level crossing, between the stations Mangali and Sarkandaugava. Morally and physically the outdated equipment and methods are still used to control this level crossing. Since this railway line is busy with passengers and rolling stocks transport, traffic jams in this part of city is significant and the current situation is disaffecting for Railway Company and for City council as well.
On the one hand the city traffic requests to ensure a continuous traffic flow on the streets, on the other hand rail transport has to ensure passengers and cargo in accordance with the schedule. Since the movement of these various transport systems is organized by various organizations, in practice often conflicts are possible. Which mode of transport should be the priority? Therefore some solutions to fulfill the schedule are necessary. There are some different ways to reach the goal.
The first possible solution is to organize railway transport flow at night, when the road transport unit's amount has fallen to a minimum. This method is not acceptable, since rail transport should be followed the schedule.
Another solution is to build a bridge over railway, but this project implementation will take much time and resources. Therefore this solution increases expenses of City council and railway transport companies and this project is not confirmable in current economical situation.
In previous papers the authors proposed several solutions such as optimal speed and schedule control [8] [9] and -green wave‖ [10] , which allows the transport units to switch the traffic lights and transport units moving on the route without any additional braking on the traffic lights, thereby taking into account the schedule.
In this paper new improved algorithm for rail-crossing capacity increasing and schedule completion [3] is proposed and adopted to for industrial controller to control rail-crossing barrier appropriate railway safety requirements.
Optimal train traffic organization on the given rail line is very important to reduce vehicle standby time, i.e. increase the level crossing capacity. The existing control system analyzing shows, that the level crossing is closed before the deadline, required by the security rules. Current level-crossing control system does not take into account the train location on the route and speed of movement. Analysis of timetable shows, that according to the existing schedule the trains, going in opposite directions, passing through the rail-crossing one by one. Due to this lack the level-crossing total time in a closed position is longer than it might be.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Two hypotheses are run for problem solving; 1. The existing schedule adjustment could reduce the levelcrossing time position in a closed position 2. Installing built-in intelligent devices on the trains and level-crossings could increase the level-crossings in open position time without violating security regulations and other directive requesting.
If railway transport units moving on the route appropriate optimal schedule and level-crossing go to stop mode considering into account trains current location and moving speed, this could decrease city transport standby time at railroad crossing, increase railroad crossing traffic capacity, eliminate often braking and acceleration, finally save energy [12] .
The purpose of this research is to create algorithm for rail transport moving control on the route according predefined schedule to put into practice the programmable logical controller.
Object of research is the city and rail transport system. Main tasks of the research are:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Volume 29  to define structure of rail transport with built-in intelligent devices;  to create mathematical model for existing control system;  to develop algorithm for schedule fulfilment for rail transport;  to create computer model of the proposed embedded control system; Proposed rail transport control system consists of control centre, trains and level-crossings with built-in intelligent devices as shown in Fig.1 . Control centre receive signals from each railway transport units about current location, moving speed and other parameters, according predefined schedule, data and algorithms control centre calculate and send through GSM transmitter relevant signals to each transport units about optimal moving speed and for each level-crossing closing units about optimal closing and opening time. Railway transport control scheme is shown in Fig.2 . Transport units receive GPS signal about current location and through transmitter send to control centre set of transport unit's characterized data. Trains continuously receive from control centre several signals about optimal moving speed on the route to provide better service and fulfill schedule. Control centre appropriate to the unforeseen changes or emergency cases is able to react quickly and develop corrected action plan according to predefined characteristics for each transport system elements, passenger trains, cargo, rolling stocks, traffic control lights and level-crossings [8] . Level-crossing control scheme is shown in Fig.3 . Level-crossing built-in controller sends and receives signal from control centre through GSM transmitter. Received signal through Signalization Centralization and Blocking device operates level-crossing electrical elements, signal lights and gate barrier. Sensor block receives the signals from levelcrossing electrical elements and other sensors about normal operations. In case of any damages appropriate signal will be sent to control centre immediately for decision making according to predefined safety precautions. 
A. General steps of genetic algorithm
Step1. Randomly generated schedule According to genetic algorithm operation sequence, the first step is random initialization of possible schedule population.
Step2. Evaluate schedule according fitness function Each randomly generated schedule is evaluated by fitness function
Step3. Arrange schedules according evaluate At this step randomly generated schedules are rearrange appropriately to this evaluating value
Step4. Select the best schedules for elite set From rearranged schedules predefined amount of best schedules are selected for elite set Step5. Select schedules for crossover Predefined amount of schedules is selected for crossover from elite set
Step6
Step10. Arrange new populated schedules according to evaluation
Step11. Deleting the worst schedules
Step12. Stop criterion. The whole process will stop when the generation equals to the-defined time, numbers of population and other criteria. 
B. Fitness function for Genetic Algorithm
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A. Existing system structure investigation
The level-crossing of Sarkandaugava in Riga is selected for the computer experiment with the 24-hour train schedule.
The structure of level-crossing and elements location on the route are shown in Fig.4 . Since in existing structure of level-crossing in Sarkandaugava the approaching points An, Ap1 and Ap2 are located too far or too close from the level-crossing, some time constants are necessary for secure level-crossing operate in close mode. Table I . with tc marked the delaying time constant for closing in odd direction, and with t0 marked the untimely time constant for closing in even direction.
All necessary numerical values of all 90 rolling stocks on Sarkandaugava-Mangali stage for calculations are combined in Table II .
B. Parameters of genetic algorithm
Following parameters are selected to implement genetic algorithm.
-Random selection -Uniform crossover -Crossover rate = 0.8 -Mutation rate = 0.02 -Bits for one variable = 5 -Population size = 100 -Number of generations = 1000 -Limits for x: -5 < X < 5
In order to avoid too big changes in schedule it is set to permissible summary average deviation from the original schedule which should not exceed 10 minutes. 
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C. Result of genetic algorithm implement
As it is shown in Fig.5 all selected genetic algorithm parameters are entered in appropriate machine code. According to the genetic algorithm steps the computer experiment results are summarized in Table III. VI. CONCLUSIONS Analyzing the data from algorithm the conclusions are:  being compared with the original schedule the changed schedule total level-crossing time in the closed position has been decreased from 248min (14892sec) to 174min (10447 sec)  changed schedule average deviation is not over 5 minutes  genetic algorithm can be used to solve public and cargo transport flow organization tasks Schedule changes in ratio + / -5 min give possibility to reduce significantly the level-crossing being in closed position, thereby significantly increasing the capacity of the level-crossing. Reducing of level-crossing being in closed position gives several possibilities:  increasing of city transport flow through level-crossing  increasing of rail passengers and cargo transport flow on the route Mangali -Sarkandaugava without negative effect on current city transport flow
To define saving up energy and further embedded devices usage for intelligent transport system creating is necessary to implement additional researches. 
